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1. Acronyms of regional ensembles  

Current independent systems (running separately from different modeling systems) 

SREF = Short Range Ensemble Forecast (~16km, 00-87hr) 

NARRE (TL) (should really be called SREF (RR, TL)) = Time-Lagged North America Rapid 
Refresh Ensemble (~12km, 00-12hr) 

HREF (TL) = Time-Lagged High-Resolution Ensemble Forecast (~4km, 00-36hr) 

HREF (RR, TL) = Time-Lagged High-Resolution Ensemble Forecast-Rapid Refresh (~3km, 00-
12hr, under construction) 

Planned unified systems (running as one with a same modeling system): 

SREF = Standard Resolution Ensemble Forecast (~9-12km, 00-18/24hr: Rapid Refresh portion 
RR –may not run; 18/24-84/96hr: Extended portion EXT) 

HREF = High-Resolution Ensemble Forecast (~3km, 00-18hr: Rapid Refresh portion RR; 18-
48/60hr: Extended portion EXT) 

 

2. Current regional ensemble prediction system: SREF 

      The NCEP Short Range Ensemble Forecast (SREF) system was operationally implemented 

in 2001 (Du and Tracton, 2001). It is currently a 16km, 26-member, multi-analysis, multi-model 

and multi-physics regional ensemble prediction system running 4 cycles (03, 09, 15, 21z) per day 

up to 87hr over North America domain (Tables 1 and 2). Besides 26 individual forecasts, it also 

produces many ensemble products including mean, spread, probability, range (min to max), 

percentiles, member ranking (Du and Zhou 2011) and clusters related to precipitation, 

convection, aviation, winter weather, hurricane and fire weather predictions (Table 3). Some 

forecast variables are also bias-corrected and/or downscaled to 5km NDGD (National digital 

guidance database) grid. The SREF has become an integral part of U.S. NWP modeling system 

by providing useful and critical info to forecasters and other users (private and academic) in their 
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daily weather forecasting and research. The technical details of the 26 SREF members are listed 

in Tables 1a and 1b. This system was most recently upgraded in the summer of 2015, which is 

targeted to reduce surface cold and wet biases, increase ensemble spread and improve 

probabilistic forecasts in overall (Fig. 1). 
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        SREF provides useful and sometimes critical information to forecasters in high-impact 

weather prediction. Fig. 2 show the SREF probabilistic forecasts of the record-breaking Boulder, 

CO extreme precipitation event of September 12, 2013, which was the only operational model 

consistently and correctly predicting this extreme event (Hamill, 2014). The flash flood brought 

by the extreme heavy rainfall caused enormous property damages and life losses during this 

event.  Fig. 3 shows another successful story of SREF probabilistic forecasts indicating the 

January 21, 2014 major snow-storm impacting Northeast U.S. two days ahead of time in the 09z 

1/19/14 SREF run, which is half a day earlier than other operational model guidance. The 

increasing trend of the SREF-based probability with time is obvious when it is closer to the 

event, which provides extra confidence to forecasters to issue a warning. This snow-storm was a 

sudden event with short predictability and caused major distraction to people’s life in Northeast 

U.S. resulting from flight cancellation and school and government closures etc. 
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3. Interim systems:  Time-lagged NARRE, HREF 

      Due to the limitation of computing power, there is no rapid refresh (hourly update cycle) or 

convection-allowing scale (<5km) ensemble system currently running at NCEP. Instead, two 

interim time-lagged ensembles (NARRE and HREF) have been developed based on multiple 

existing high-resolution deterministic models as a prelude of the future planed Rapid Refresh 

SREF and HREF, respectively. A third time-lagged ensemble Rapid Refresh HREF is under 

development to mimic the future HREF (RR). NARRE (TL) is a 12km, 10-member, multi-model 

and hourly updated system with forecast length of 12hr over North America (see Fig. 4 for 

details), HREF (TL) is a 4km, 11 (9)-member and multi-model system with forecast length of 

36hr, updated every 12 hours over CONUS, AK etc. domains (Fig. 5), and HREF (RR, TL) is a 

3km, 27-member and multi-model system with forecast length of 12hr, updated every hour over 

CONUS, AK etc. domains (Fig. 6). The ensemble products of NARRE (TL) and HREF (TL) are 

co-listed with those of SREF in Table 3.  
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        The products from NARRE (TL) and HREF (TL) are available online and used by field 

forecasters in real time. Positive feedbacks have been received from operational forecasters. Fig. 

7 is an example of NARRE-LT based probabilistic forecast in successfully predicting January 

15, 2014 major east coast dense fog event 12-hour ahead of time while some of other operational 

models including MOS failed to predict. Two positive comments from the eastern region 

forecasters are also recorded in Fig. 7. For low visibility events, the NARRE (TL) is found to be 

more skillful than its base models RAP and NAM in both deterministic (Fig. 8a) and 

probabilistic (Fig. 8b) forecasts. Fig. 9 shows an example of HREF (TL) based 27-h probabilistic 

forecast of composite radar reflectivity exceeding 30dBZ. 
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4. Future NCEP unified regional ensemble prediction systems: SREF and HREF 

        Fig. 10 and Table 4 below describe a strategic plan of future NCEP regional ensembles. 

Unlike the current regional ensembles which are independent to each other and running 

separately with different modeling systems, the future ones are in a unified framework and 

running together with a same modeling system. The current Short Range Ensemble Forecast 

(SREF) will be renamed to Standard Resolution Ensemble Forecast (SREF) and its initialization 

time will be switched from 03/09/15/21z to 00/06/12/18z.  

      The 1st tier is the 9-12km continental scale ensemble with parameterized physics covering 

North America for general weather forecasts. It includes an hourly-update rapid refresh portion 

(SREF (RR), 00-18/24hr, this one might not be necessary given such coarse spatial resolution to 

save computing resources) and an extension (SREF (EXT), 6-hourly update, 18/24-84/96hr). The 

1st tier could be replaced by future global ensemble when the global ensemble can satisfy the 

end-users’ requirements in spatial, temporal resolutions and various types of specific products. 

The 2nd tier is the 3km regional scale ensemble with convection-allowing physics covering four 

regional domains -- CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico for aviation and convection 

forecasts. The 2nd tier also includes an hourly-update rapid refresh portion (HREF (RR), 00-18hr) 

and an extension (HREF (EXT), 6-hourly update, 18-48/60hr). For the details, please see Fig. 10 

and Table 4 although they are in constantly evolving progress and modification.] 
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5. Summary 

       The current NCEP state-of-the-art operational SREF is a 16km, 26-member, 3-analysis, 2-

model and multi-physics regional ensemble prediction system running 4 times (03, 09, 15 and 

21z) per day up to 87hr over North America domain, which is an integral part of U.S. NWP 

modeling system by providing useful and critical info to forecasters and other users in their daily 

weather forecasting and research. It was most recently upgraded in the summer 2015. 

      Due to the limitation of computing power, there is no rapid refresh (hourly update cycle) or 

convection-allowing scale (<5km) ensemble system currently running at NCEP. However, two 

interim time-lagged ensembles (NARRE and HREF) have been developed and a third time-

lagged ensemble Rapid Refresh HREF is under development for aviation and severe convective 

storm forecasts. NARRE (TL) is a 12km, 10-member, multi-model and hourly updated system 

with forecast length of 12hr over North America, HREF (TL) is a 4km, 11 (9)-member and 

multi-model system with forecast length of 36hr, updated every 12 hours over CONUS, AK etc. 

regional domains, and HREF (RR, TL) is a 3km, 27-member and multi-model system with 

forecast length of 12hr, updated every hour over CONUS, AK etc. regional domains.  

       Rapid refresh (hourly update) parametrized-physics continental-scale (12km, SREF (RR), 

may not run) and convection-allowing scale (3km, HREF) ensembles are planned to be 

implemented at NCEP in next few years. The continental-scale SREF could be replaced by 

future global ensemble when the global ensemble can satisfy the end-users’ requirements in 

spatial, temporal resolutions and various types of specific products. 

      Mesoscale ensembles will replace all current regional deterministic guidance (such as NAM, 

NAMnest, RAP, HRRR, NAMRR, HiresWindows) by strategically developing a unified regional 

modeling system at NCEP to better meet the requirements of NWS’s Weather Ready Nation 

such as Warm on Forecast program (Stensrud et al. 2009). 
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